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ABSTRACT

We have computed the free energy per unit area (i.e., interfacial tension) between a
solid surface and two co-existing polymer solutions, where there is no specific interaction
between the particles and either polymer, via self-consistent field calculations. Several
different systems have been studied, including those where the two polymers differ in
molecular weight (Mw) by a factor of ~ 2, or where the polymers have the same Mw but one
set of chains is branched with the other linear. In the absence of any enthalpic contribution
resulting from adsorption on the solid particle surface, the differences in free energy per unit
area resulting from the polymer depleted regions around the particles in the two co-exiting
phases are found to be ~ 1 N m-1. Although this value may seem rather small, this
difference is more than capable of inducing the partitioning of particles of 100 nm in size (or
larger) into the phase with the lower interfacial free energy at the solid surface. By examining
the density profile variation of the polymers close to the surface, we can also infer
information about the wettability and contact angle () of solid particles at the interface
between the two co-existing phases. This leads to the conclusion that for all systems of this
type, when the incompatibility between the two polymers is sufficiently large,  will be close
to 90.
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INTRODUCTION
Water-in-water emulsions (W/W) have recently received a great deal of attention
from both academic researchers, due to interesting challenges they pose in understanding of
their behaviour, and from industrialists attempting to explore their potential in new
formulations, particularly in pharmaceutical, agrochemical and food related products.1, 2, 3, 4
Typically these systems are formed from an aqueous solution of one type of polymer mixed
with a solution of another polymer incompatible with the first.3 Dickinson4 has recently
reviewed the origins of biopolymer phase separation in the context of the stabilization of such
dispersions. With both the dispersed phase and the dispersion medium largely consisting of
water, an initial significant difficulty in realising these systems is the availability of a suitable
surface active stabilising agent. It is obvious that traditional polymeric stabilisers or low Mw
surfactants used to formulate O/W or W/O emulsions will simply do not work here.
However, it is well established that fine particles also have the ability to act as emulsion
stabilisers, leading to the formation of so called Pickering emulsions5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or even
Pickering stabilised gas bubbles.11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 It has been shown experimentally that a
similar particle stabilisation mechanism is also possible for W/W type emulsions, as reviewed
by Dickinson4, and in the work conducted by various workers.1, 3, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25
Aqueous droplets (domains) of one phase are stabilised by adsorption of particles to the W-W
interface during the process of nucleation and growth of the domains as the mixed polymer
solution undergoes phase separation.
A system closely related to this structure is commonly referred to as a bijel, consisting
of interpenetrating continuous domains of one solution within the other. 4, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
Bijels result from arrested phase separation when the separation proceeds by spinodal
decomposition. Once again, it is the presence of particles at the interface and subsequent
difficulty in removing them from the interface that provides the required stability of the
structure.4, 26, 29
Various types of stabilizing ‘particles’ have been employed for W/W emulsions and
bijels4, ranging from materials with ill-defined surfaces, such as microgel34 particles and
various biopolymer aggregates19, through to oil droplets3, 35, 36, polymer lattices17, 27, 37, 38 and
high modulus crystalline or amorphous materials, inorganic18, 20, 29, 39, 40 or organic21, 23, 41 and
even microbial cells.1, 30 A large challenge still remains in terms of finding suitable
‘biocompatible’ particles for use in foods, personal care and pharmaceuticals.3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 15
3

Another motivation for introducing small particles into a slowly phase separating
polymer solution is the opportunity that this presents for measuring the microrheology at the
scale of the individual growing domains.42, 43, 44, 45, 46 This is possible by monitoring the
Brownian motion of the particles situated within the different domains, using confocal or
other suitable microscopy techniques. By measuring the mean square displacement of the
particles via suitable image processing techniques, it is possible to extract the viscosity and
other relevant rheological parameters for domains of each phase.4

However, to obtain

accurate data, it is vital that any specific interactions between the particle and polymer chains
in the system are minimized.4, 42, 43 Thus, for example, particles with hydrophobic surfaces
are often used when the macromolecules in question are strongly hydrophilic. This prevents
any adsorption of polymers onto the surface of the particle, greatly reducing the
complications that such a process will introduce in interpretation of the measured data. Any
adsorption of particles to the interface of the phase-separating domains obviously frustrates
extraction of information on viscoelasticity of the interiors of the microdomains.
Most of the interest in particles in W/W emulsions has so far been confined to their
surface adsorption properties. Yet the presence of small particles in such systems exhibits
other interesting features that also merit study and an explanation. For example, it has been
reported in a number of studies that any excess (i.e., non-adsorbed) particles almost
exclusively end up residing in one phase but not the other.3 Furthermore, no matter how the
particles are introduced into the system, it is always the same phase that the particles strongly
prefer to migrate to.20, 27, 34, 38, 40 This fact alone suggests that the process is driven by
thermodynamic equilibrium considerations, rather than any non-equilibrium slow kinetics.
Clearly, when specific interactions favouring one polymer type over the other are at play it is
easy to understand why such strong fractionation of particles between the two phases occurs.
For example, if one of the polymers in the mix has some degree of affinity for adsorption to
the particle surface then, not surprisingly, the particles may well prefer to enter the phase
richer in this polymer. This has been discussed in the review by Dickinson4 and will reduce
the maximum interfacial coverage by the particles, i.e., increase the minimum possible
domain size in bijels, if this is the factor controlling the arrest of microdomain growth. Yet, it
is also thought that this is beneficial in the formation of W/W emulsions in enhancing the
ability of particles to stabilise the droplets.24 Although in many microrheological studies
great care is exercised to avoid specific interactions between the particles and all the polymer
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species present in the mixture, as mentioned above, strong fractionation of particles continues
to be observed.3, 25 It is the aim of present work to understand this phenomenon.
We consider the simplest possible case involving two incompatible electrically
uncharged polymers, both completely neutral with respect to their interactions with the
particles, placed in an otherwise theta solvent for both sets of chains. Thus, all interactions
are set to zero, apart from the necessary one between the two macromolecules to cause the
separation of the system into two separate co-existing solutions. We then examine the
partitioning of the particles between these two co-existing phases, which leads us to general
conclusions about the preference of such ‘neutral’ particles for each phase or the W/W
interface.
We start first by describing the model and the detail of the calculations in the next
section.

MODEL AND METHHODOLOGY
Consider a mixed solution of two incompatible polymers, referred to as polymers 1 and 2
from now on, with overall volume fractions of 1 and  2 , respectively. For simplicity the
polymers are considered as electrically uncharged, with a short ranged interaction
characterised by the Flory-Huggins parameter  between the monomers of type 1 and 2. The
solvent is assumed neutral (i.e., an athermal solvent) for both sets of polymers. As is
increased, eventually the mixed solution becomes unstable and separates into two distinct
solutions47  and , with a compositions ( 1 , 2 ) for  and ( 1 , 2 ) for solution  The
total amount of polymer for each species is conserved in the system, thus leading to

i  (1  )i  i

,

(1)

where  denotes the volume fraction of phase , and i=1 or 2. In order to determine

(1 , 2 ) and (1 , 2 ) , as well as , we note that the chemical potentials of both sets of
polymers and solvent molecules have to be equal in both phases, when at equilibrium;

1  1 , 2  2 and 0  0 , where suffix i=0 refers to solvent.48, 49 The chemical
potential of each polymer specie in a tertiary solution of composition (1 , 2 ) is quite
generally given as50
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and that for solvent as

0  f 1 , 2   1

In equations 2 and 3, the function f represents the free energy density of mixing (i.e., free
energy of mixing per unit volume) evaluated at any given mix ratio. Various sophisticated
expressions for f(1,2) exist in the literature, but these often tend to be for specific types of
mixtures. For the purpose of current study it suffices to take a simple but more general
mean-field model, such as the expression for f provided by Flory-Huggins theory;
f  (1 / N1 ) ln 1   (2 / N2 ) ln 2   1  1  2  ln 1  1  2   12 , where N1 and N2 are

the degrees of polymerisation of polymer 1 and polymer 2 and in general are not equal to
each other. Eqs 1, 2 and 3, considered for all the components, yield five non-linear equation
which need to be solved simultaneously to determine the values of five variables 1 , 2 , 1 ,

2 and . The equations can be solved numerically using multi-dimensional NewtonRaphson method or alternatively, as was done here, by publicly available MINPACK library,
first published by Argonne National Laboratory, for solving a set of simultaneous non-linear
equations. The latter itself is based on a modification of the so called Powell’s method, the
details of which can be found in many text books on numerical methods.51 It is helpful in this
respect to first use eq 1 to substitute for 1 and 2 in terms of other unknown variables, in
eqs 2 and 3. This reduces the number of equations to three which are then more conveniently
solved for the three remaining variables, 1 , 2 and .

With the composition of the two co-existing phases determined, we next compute the
free energy change that the introduction of a solid surface (i.e., that of the particle) in each of
the two solutions entails. This task is most conveniently achieved using the self-consistent
field (SCF) calculations, widely used in the study of polymeric systems to investigate both
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their interfacial52, 53, 54, 55 as well as the bulk behaviour.56, 57, 58, 59 As mentioned before, we
consider the simplest but also in many ways the most interesting case, where both sets of
polymers have no specific interactions or affinity for adsorption onto the solid surface. This
situation can almost be realised in practice, for example by choosing two incompatible water
soluble polysaccharides as the polymers, and by making the surface of the particles
sufficiently hydrophobic. At distances far from the solid interface, the density profiles of the
polymers in the solution will be uniform and as specified by the composition of the phase
under consideration. Closer to the surface the profiles will start to vary with distance from
the wall, purely due to size exclusion effects. The purpose of the SCF calculations is to obtain
the density profile variation of each polymer such that together the free energy of the system
is minimised. This most probable set of profiles is assumed to completely dominate and thus
determine all the thermodynamic properties of the system The details of the theory and its
implementation can be found in many excellent books,60, 61 reviews62 and other reported work
in the literature.54, 63, 64 Therefore, here we restrict ourselves to providing only a brief
overview.

The Scheme used in implementing the SCF calculations is that originally proposed by
Scheutjens and Fleer.61, 63, 64 In this scheme, the bulk of the solution next to the solid interface
is divided into a set of layers of thickness a o each. Layers are all parallel to the surface and
situated at increasingly further distances away from the solid wall, starting from the first layer
adjacent to it. The composition of the solution within each thin layer is assumed to be
uniform and equal to the mean value in that layer. However, the volume fraction of the
polymers can vary from one layer to next, as one moves further away from the interface. In
principle one can use any chosen value for the layer thickness a o. However, in the Scheutjens
and Fleer method the value of a o is taken to be the nominal size of the monomers comprising
our polymer chains61, 63, 64. This is also assumed to be the size of the solvent molecules. In
doing so, this discretised scheme, ultimately required in any numerical solution to SCF,
acquires a physical interpretation and essentially becomes identical to the lattice model for
polymers in solution.

Numerical calculation of the most probable profile involves an iterative procedure in
which the composition of each layer is systematically altered in turn in such a way as to
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reduce the free energy of the system. Convergence is obtained when the free energy
functional is no longer reduced by altering the composition of the system in any of the layers.
The free energy functional is not only dependent explicitly on the volume fractions of the
polymers and solvent in every layer, i(r) (where i=1, 2 and 0), but also implicitly on these
through a set of auxiliary fields,52, 65 i(r). At the point of convergence these field acquire
values

 i (r )   h (r )   ij  j (r )   j 

.

j i

(4)

The first term on the right hand side of the equation is simply a hard core potential acting
equally on all monomers, as well as the solvent molecules in a given layer, irrespective of
their type. It insures the incompressibility of the solution in each and every layer r, namely
that

  (r )   
i

i

i

1

.

(5)

i

The second term in the potential in eq. (4) is the field that a monomer of type i, residing in
layer r will experience due to its interactions with the surrounding monomers. To be more
precise, this potential is measured with reference to the environment that the monomer would
experience if it was placed well away from the wall. Thus, far from the interface, where all

i(r)’s take on their respective bulk values for the given phase (i.e. i ) the value of the fields
is zero, as is expected. We also recall that in the problem of interest here, all ij are set to
zero, apart from 12 which characterises the degree of incompatibility between monomers
belonging to polymer type 1 with those of polymer type 2. The SCF calculations are initiated
by choosing a set of guess solutions for the fields i(r)’s in each layer. The volume fraction

i(r)’s resulting from the influence of these fields are then evaluated with the aid of the so
called segment density distribution functions. The details of these and efficient numerical
methods to compute them can once again be found in many excellent reviews and references
and therefore will not be reproduced here.61, 66 With the volume fraction profiles i(r) now
available, a new set of fields i(r) can be recalculated from (4) and used to revaluate i(r).
This process is then repeated until the fields and the volume fraction profiles “self
consistently” lead to each other, with no significant further changes detected from one
iteration to the next. The volume fraction profiles are now the ones that can be shown to
minimise the free energy. Furthermore, the value of the free energy at this point is the
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interfacial energy resulting from introduction of a solid surface into the solution, thus also
being the central quantity of interest to the present study.

In the next section we shall apply the above procedure to several different
phase separating polymer solutions to calculate the difference in the solid-solution interfacial
energy between the two co-existing phases. The systems studied will include those involving
two incompatible linear polymers, at equal overall concentrations, but having different sizes.
We also consider the situation where the chains have equal size and concentrations, but one
of the polymers is highly branched while the other remains linear. Finally, the case where
polymers of equal size and similar architecture, but having different overall concentrations
will be considered too.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Case of unequal sized polymers. We begin by first considering a solution
consisting of equal volume fractions of our two incompatible polymers. Experiments
involving the formation of W/W emulsions are conducted at polymer concentrations typically
between 2 to 7% by w/w. For commonly used polysaccharide biopolymers in such
experiments,3, 47 these values translate roughly to volume fractions in the range 1.5 to 5%.
Therefore, in this section we fix the overall volume fraction of each type of polymer in the
solution at 5%, while we consider the behaviour of the system as the degree of
incompatibility between two sets of chains is progressively increased. The sizes of the two
polymers are unequal, but both are relatively large linear chains at 500 monomers for
polymer 1, and 1200 monomers for polymer 2.
At low values of  the solution remains homogenous. Once the value of  is above
0.026 (kBT) the solution separates into two distinct phases. The composition of each phase is
calculated according to the procedure outlined in the previous section and the results are
displayed in Figure 1. The solid curves show the volume fractions in phase A, whilst the
dotted lines are for phase B. Likewise, the black lines refer to polymer 1 whereas the grey
ones represent the volume fractions for polymer 2. Initially the composition of the two
phases is similar at the point of entry into the two phase region (i.e. ~ 0.026), with most of
the system consisting of phase A. However, as the two types of polymer are made more
9

incompatible, different chains become increasingly segregated. Eventually, for sufficiently
large values of , phase A consists almost entirely of polymer 1 and phase B only of polymer
2. At this stage the volume fractions of the phases also become the same. All these results
are very much as one may expect.
Using SCF calculations we can now compute the density profiles of the polymers
close to a solid surface, as well as the resulting free energy change per unit area (i.e.
interfacial tension) that the introduction of such a solid particle surface into the solution
entails, for each of the two distinct phases. The results for the latter set of quantities are
presented in Figure 2, showing interfacial tensions (energies) plotted as a function of
incompatibility parameter Once again the solid line is for phase A and the dotted one for
phase B. The variation of the volume fraction of the polymers, with distance away from the
surface, are displayed as solid lines in Figure 3a (phase A) and Figure 3b (phase B). The
results are for a system with =0.04 (kBT) as an example. The existence of depletion regions,
partially devoid of polymer chains, are evident in both phases. The depletion arises from the
well-known drop in configurational entropy of chains close to the interface, since the
macromolecules cannot penetrate the solid surface. Because the chains have no specific
affinity for the surface they tend to avoid the interfacial region. It is the free energy changes
(increases) associated with these depletions zones that are responsible for the interfacial
tensions at the solution-solid interfaces for these non-absorbing polymers.
Interestingly, it can be seen from Figures 3a and 3b, that the extents of the depletion
zone in both phases are roughly the same, ~ 1 nm. At low polymer concentrations the
thickness of the depleted region is determined by the radius of gyration of the polymers, but
at higher levels is known to become independent of this. For these more concentrated
solutions it is the concentration dependent mesh (or blob size) that determines the extent of
the depletion zone.50, 67 With the total polymer concentration in both phases roughly the
same, and the relatively large size of both chains (i.e., both larger than the mesh size), the
equal extent of depletion zones is therefore not surprising. Nonetheless, due to differences in
the composition mix of the polymers in these two phases and unequal Mw of polymer 1 and 2,
the number of macromolecules excluded from depletion zones are not the same. The slight
differences in the value of the interfacial tensions sA and sB, as seen in Figure 2, is a simple
reflection of this fact. By convention from now on unless stated otherwise, we refer to the
phase having a higher interfacial tension at the solid surface as B, and the one with a lower
value as A.
10

We now consider a small number of solid spherical particles of radius R introduced in
the above phase separated system. The free energy associated with a particle in phase A is
4R2sA and that for phase B is 4R2sB. Irrespective of how the particles were introduced,
once equilibrium has been achieved, the ratio of the number density of particles in phase B to
that in phase A is

 4 R2   sB   sA  
nB
 exp 

nA
k
T
B



.

(6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T temperature. Thus, even for a small degree of
incompatibility = 0.03, that just pushes the mixture into the two phase regime, SCF
calculations predict a difference (sBsA) = 0.3 N m1 (see Figure 2). This leads to a
partition coefficient nB/nA = exp(229) ≈ 0, for 1 m sized particles (R = 0.5 m). In
obtaining this result we took the nominal monomer size in our SCF calculations to be 0.7 nm;
a reasonable size for sugar moieties that make up the polysaccharide chains. For larger
values the effect is even stronger, with calculated difference (sB sA) approaching
0.96 N m1, when=0.1. Therefore, it is clear that all the particles in such a system would
end up in phase A. This largely explains the experimental observations3, 25 that particles
partition overwhelmingly into one of the phases but not the other, independent of how they
are introduced and despite the precautions taken to ensure that the particle surface is neutral
with respect to the adsorption of either polymer. It is worth mentioning that, of course the
partition coefficient will be a very strong function of the particle size. For example, for
particles of size 50 nm, the partition coefficient is much larger, estimated at
exp(0.57) = 0.56. Therefore, it may well be possible to use such phase separated polymer
solutions to fractionate particles of different sizes. Indeed, this principle is used to fractionate
impure biopolymer extracts.68 If realised, one major advantage of this method will be the
lack of any requirement to displace the polymers from the surface of particles, once the
separation of particles according to their size is completed.
So far our discussion has primarily focused on the phase in which the excess particles
end up. It is also possible to make a number of comments regarding the behaviour of
particles trapped at interfaces between the two phases, using the results presented so far.
Indeed it is this property that is often the main experimental motivation for the inclusion of
particles in these types of phase separated solutions, being the key driver for the formation of
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water-in-water emulsions. For this a knowledge of the value of the interfacial tension at the
third boundary, namely (AB) is desirable. Although the Self-Consistent-Field scheme of
Scheutjens and Fleer has been adopted to liquid-liquid interfaces,69 this remains a somewhat
non-trivial task. Nonetheless, it is still possible to deduce from the results obtained in Figure
2, that the value of (sB  sA) < AB, throughout the range of  values shown in the graphs.
The exact reason for this will become more apparent once we have presented our data in the
next section. For now it is worth stating immediately that, the inequality implies that the
contact angle  adopted by the particles at the interface (see inset Figure 2), as given by
Young’s equation

cos( ) 

 sB   sA 
 AB

,

(7)

is finite. Thus, while we do not have the exact value of the adsorption energy of the particles
attached to the phase boundary between A and B, we can still conclude that a particle shall be
at its lowest energy when present at the A-B interface. Note that in using the above equation
we make the tacit assumption that the interfacial regions between all the three phases (A, B
and solid) are much thinner than size of the particles. For mix ratios just within the two
phase region, the width of A-B interface can become rather broad. This consideration was
highlighted in a recent review by Dickinson,4 but is unlikely to be a significant issue for
particles of several hundred nm or larger.
Figure 2 also indicates that the difference between sA andsB approaches a fixed
value ~ 0.96 N m1, in the limit of large . The values of sA andsB are dependent on for
two reasons. Firstly, changing  alters the composition of phases A and B which in turn
effects the number and type of chains excluded from the depletion zone. Secondly, so long as
both polymers are present in a given phase, any variation in the strength of interactions
between the chains impacts their distribution in the depleted zone. This latter effect is
demonstrated in Figure 3, where we have altered the  value from 0.04 to 0.03. This is done
for each of the phases separately, by deliberately keeping its composition the same (as when
=0.04), but altering so as to move the given mix ratio into the stable one phase region.
Small alterations in the density profiles of the polymers are evident only very close to the
solid surface, as presented by dotted lines in Figures 3a for phase A, and more clearly in
Figures 3b for phase B. Both of the above mentioned factors, through which influences sA
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andsB, disappear as the two polymers are made increasingly more incompatible. Once  is
large enough, the polymers become almost completely segregated and further increases in
cease to alter the composition of A and B. Since each phase is also devoid of one or the
other polymer, the strength of interactions between chains is also of no further consequence
to the behaviour of polymers near the solid surface. Thus, (sB sA) reaches a plateau value
independent of , in this limit. This is an interesting and useful result. We recall that  was
the only model dependent interaction parameter in our calculations, since the two polymer
types were both assumed to have no affinity for adsorption onto the surface of the solid.
Thus, we discover that the limiting value of (sB sA) is also independent of .
While the above argument indicates that (sB sA) will approach a constant value, the
value ofAB is obviously still affected by . This dependence is widely accepted to have a
form  AB  (kBT / ao2 ) / (  / 6)1/2 (where a 0 is the unit monomer size) for two long immiscible
polymer melts, as was first predicted by Helfand and Tagami70, 71 using an analytical solution
to the self-consistent-field theory, obtained in the context of Cahn-Hilliard approximation.
Taking the value of monomer size ~ 0.7nm as has been done so far, for  = 0.1 we have
AB = 1 mN m1. While we are not dealing with polymer melts here, one expects the same
kind of dependence for interfacial tension between two polymer solutions, albeit with
changes to pre-factors that account for dilution and any expected broadening of the interfacial
region between the two phases. The first of these varies as whereas the thickness of the
interface dint ~ . Therefore, the interfacial tension is expected to scale as  in the same
limit of infinitely long polymer chains.72 Broseta et al73 have suggested that a more
appropriate theoretical approach when dealing with semi-dilute solutions, requires the system
to be considered as a collection of blobs in accord with the scaling theory of polymers.50 In
other words, one replaces the monomer size by blobs of size  ~ a o-3/4 (sometimes also
referred to as the mesh size) and consider each chain as consisting of Nb blobs where
Nb ~ N5/4. The chain is ideal on length scales larger than . This also involves a rescaling of
the interaction parameter, from between two unlike monomers to u between blobs. It turns
out that, the concentration dependent parameter u() sclaes73, 74 as ~ 0.3. For a polymer melt
of two similarly sized but otherwise incompatible linear chains, the critical value of  is
easily shown50 to be 2/N. By the same token, in a semi-dilute solution this is shown to
become73, 74 u(c)=(2/Nb*), where c is the critical volume fraction, below which no phase
separation occurs at any polymer mix ratio, and Nb* is the number of blobs comprising each
13

chain at this particular critical value of . Thus, at any other polymer volume fraction, using
the above scaling form for u(), we have

2  
u ( )  *  c 
Nb   

0.3

(8)

as was first proposed by Boresta et al73 and discussed in more detail by Tromp.74 Once again,
in analogy with polymer melt systems70, the width of the interface is found to be dint ≈ 
[6u()]-1//2 while the interfacial tension between the two phases becomes73, 74

 k T   u ( ) 
 AB   B2  

   6 

1/2

.

(9)

We assume that the blobs are space filling, occupying it uniformly. This leads to

 Nnc    3  9/4
 Nb nc    5/4    3    1

  a0 
3

3

(10)

where the number density of the chains, nc, is specified by the overall volume fraction of the
polymer (a o)3Nnc =. Using equations 8-10, the value of AB can be calculated provided that
the value of the critical polymer volume fraction c is known. For a given solution of interest
this data is often taken from the experimental results. However, here we wish to estimate AB
for a series of otherwise similar systems where only the incompatibility parameter is varied.
Therefore, we first need to relate c to We establish this relation by considering equation
8 in the limiting melt case where 

1 and  ≈ a o. In this limit the value of u() should

coincide with This then leads to c ≈ (N/2)0.65 , as opposed to the more familiar classical
result c ≈ (N/2)1 . Using this, together with equations 9 and 10, we find

 AB  1.65 (kBT / a02 ) (  / 6) , which again is to be compared to the expression obtained on the
basis of the classical theory72, 73 i.e.  AB  1.5 (kBT / a02 ) (  / 6) . We substitute the results of
our numerical calculations for sB sA (Figure 2), together with the calculated value of AB
obtained from both the scaling and classical theories, into equation 7 in order to estimate the
value of contact angle in each case. Interestingly, for both we find that the contact angle made
by an otherwise inert spherical particle at the phase A – phase B interface has cos( ) ~  1/2 ,
for sufficiently large values of . This follows from the fact that (sB sA) approaches a 
independent constant as ∞Figure 2), whereas AB ~ That is to say, that for a
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sufficiently large degree of incompatibility, cos()  0, and the contact angle made by an
inert solid particle at the A-B phase boundary will approach 900. It should be noted that at
arriving at this result we have used expressions for AB that are, strictly speaking, valid at
either high values of  or long polymers chains N

∞. Corrections for cases where N is

not sufficiently large were obtained by Boresta et al73 and later recalculated more accurately
by Tromp and Blokhuis.75 Accordingly to the latter authors, these corrections can be
significant and as large as 20% in some realistic scenarios. They arise because of a higher
accumulation of solvent at the phase boundary, thus reducing the contacts between the two
incompatible polymers at the liquid-liquid interface. Also for finite size polymers the
presence of a small amount of each polymer in the phase rich in the other contributes to
further corrections. Both of these factors were shown75 to reduce the actual value of AB. In
this sense then, the formula (kBT / 2 ) / (u( ) / 6)1/2 used here can be taken to represent the
upper limit of AB.
In the range of =0.03 to 0.1 for our system, the value of  is already found to be very
close to 90 (  880). For example at =0.1, the equation derived from the scaling theory
gives AB = 24.3 N/m, which in turn gives cos() = (0.96/24.3) and a contact angle of

 = 87.70. We note that corrections of up to 20% in AB will hardly alter the fact that
remains close 900For example reducing AB by 20% to 19.4 N/m only changes
 = 87.20). We expect this result to hold true for all polymer phase separated systems
containing such inert particles, provided the system is sufficiently within the two phase
regime and not too close to the binodal line. The estimated value of AB from the classical
theory predicts a contact angle that is even closer to 900. Consequently, the adsorption energy
of the particle also becomes ~ R2AB. It should be noted that in practice, the work to
displace a particle from an interface is several times greater than this value.76, 77 This is due to
the dissipation of the stored energy in the fluid neck, created between the particle and the
surface during the displacement of the latter, as the fluid bridge relaxes back once the particle
is fully detached and has left the interface. Furthermore, recent work of Keal at al78 has
demonstrated the interesting possibility for the existence of long-lived metastable states and
long relaxation kinetics for particles trapped at liquid-liquid interfaces.
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Case of polymers with different architectures. Unequal values of the
interfacial tension between the co-existing phases and a solid surface, in phase separated
polymer solutions, can also arise due to differing architectures of the two incompatible
polymers. In this section we repeat the calculations performed in the previous section, but
now choose to make the degree of polymerisation the same for both groups of chains. This is
set at 901 monomers. Similarly, the volume fraction of both polymers is made equal, at 2%.
The only remaining difference between polymer 1 and polymer 2 now is their architectures,
continuing to be linear for polymer 2, but polymer 1 having a highly branched dendrimeric
type structure as depicted schematically in Figure 4. In this somewhat idealised branched
polymer model, the bifurcation occurs at precise intervals of every 20 monomers. Recently
we developed an efficient way of incorporating such complex branched structures in the
framework of Scheutjens and Fleer SCF theory with relative ease.79 The same technique has
been utilised here.
Figure 5 presents the calculated data for the variation of sA and sB with the
incompatibility parameter , where phase A is found to consist predominantly of branched
and phase B of linear chains. The interfacial tensions are found to be smaller than those in
the system considered in the previous section. This is expected and is mainly due to the
lower overall polymer concentrations involved. The most striking difference between the
results of Figure 5, and the previous ones in Figure 2, is the existence of two separate
branches for the upper curve representing sB. These are shown as long dashed and short
dashed lines in Figure 5. The two branches look as if they would crossover at a value of 
marginally above 0.16. Close to this point, the SCF iterations were found not to converge so
easily, and when they did they took many more steps to do so. Initially, considering the
branch at higher values of , this is found to exhibit the same behaviour as that in Figure 2.
Once again, as the degree of incompatibility is made larger, so the difference (sB sA)
increases at first, but then plateaus at ~ 0.9 N m1 independent of . Note that this plateau
value is quite similar in value to that for the two linear polymers of different length in Figure
2. This value also serves as a lower bound for the value of AB, as will be discussed later
below. Recently, Nicolai and co-workers have managed to measure interfacial tensions lower
than 10 N m1 for coexisting polymer solution phases. The measurements were performed
using a method based on the relaxation of the shape of a droplet.3, 19 Even lower values (as
low as 1 N m1) have been suggested, and even measured.4, 37 While the predicted value
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0.9 N m1 is indeed very small, it is still quite sufficient to cause a higher energy
4R2 (sB  sA) = 700 kBT (for particles of 1 m size) when residing in phase B as opposed to
phase A. Once again this is more than enough to cause the overwhelming partitioning of
particles into phase A (branched polymer rich) at equilibrium and their complete absence in
phase B (linear polymer rich).
Next we consider the more unexpected branch of sB vs.  curve (the short dashed line
in Figure 5), seen for  values large enough to lead to phase separation, but  0.16. The
rapid change of the plotted quantity with the variation in  makes it unlikely that this quantity
is actually sB. To elucidate the nature of the calculated value, it is constructive to examine
the density profiles of polymers close to the solid surface, for both of the co-existing phases.
Figures 6 displays these data, where the concentration profiles at the interface are
superimposed for both phases, making their comparison easier. The profiles are those for a
system with  = 0.13. The solid lines show the results for phase A and the dashed ones for
phase B. Similarly, the black lines are for branched polymers and grey ones for linear chains.
Both branched and linear polymers, not having any affinity for the solid surface, tend to
avoid the surface in both phases. However, highly branched polymers, for the same degree of
polymerisation, are more compact objects than their linear counterparts. The larger depletion
zone associated with the linear chains allows the accumulation of more compact branched
chains at the outer edges of this depletion region. This is reflected as a slight maximum in
the concentration of branched chains, seen occurring at a short distance away from the
surface (black lines) in Figure 6. More notable is the behaviour observed in phase B (linear
chain rich phase) at even larger distances away from the solid interface. It is found that the
concentration profiles of both sets of polymers (dashed lines) alter to coincide with those for
phase A (solid lines), as one approaches the solid surface. In other words, we now have two
interfaces. The first of these is between the solid surface and phase A and the second one,
located further away, between phase A and the bulk phase B solution. The interface between
phase A and B is rather broad ~ 45 nm, but its position is roughly indicated by the arrow in
Figures 6.
An important feature of the SCF calculations is that they are designed to converge to
polymer density profiles that possess the minimum free energy for the system. Seen as such,
the above results can be understood when AB  sA < sB. For now it energetically pays to
have two interfaces, i.e., solid to A, plus A to B, as opposed to a single interface, solid to B.
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Consequently, for  values where this is true, the SCF calculations also converge to
concentration profiles that display this behaviour. In the system here this occurs for  values
above the single phase region, but less than 0.16. For  > 0.16, the opposite is true and
AB  sA > sB. Incidentally, for  > 0.16, the SCF calculated profiles (not shown here)
exhibited no such behaviour as that in Figures 6, and instead were very similar to those found
in Figures 3a and 3b. From this discussion it is also obvious that the values calculated, and
shown as the short dashed part of the upper curve in Figures 6, are not actually sB, but rather
(AB  sA). Thus the difference between the upper and the lower curve (solid line), in this
part of the phase diagram, represents the interfacial tension between the two incompatible
solutions, AB. Given the much stronger dependence of AB on  in comparison with the other
two interfaces, it is now also clear why the short dashed curve, representing (AB  sA), alters
so rapidly with increasing level of incompatibility . The value of AB is seen from Figures 6
to be only around 0.3 N m1 for  = 0.14, but is expected to become significantly larger for
higher  values. Regarding the behaviour of small particles at A-B interfaces at lower values
of  < 0.16, where we have AB  sA < sB, the particles will be fully wetted by the branched
polymer rich phase, i.e., phase A. Above this value a finite contact angle, viz. Young’s
equation, eq. 7, exists.
The actual value  = 0.16 is of course system dependent, being different for polymers
of different architecture, concentration or size. But one expects the general result to hold true
and that for systems marginally within the two phase regime, the particles to be fully wetted
by one of the phases and cease to adsorb onto the interface between this and the other phase.
One implication is that this may limit the smallest practically realisable structures in
bijel-type systems. Here the structure is stabilised by the presence of particles at the interface
between two interpenetrating domain networks. Bijels are often created via spinodal
decomposition, where the domains of the two phases are not only initially growing in size,
but also evolving in their composition to reach the final values for each respective phase. At
the early stages of such phase separation, the compositions of the two incompatible phases
are not very different. They are more similar to what we may expect for lower , in contrast
to their eventual fully evolved values predicted on the basis of the true degree of
incompatibility. Thus, it is only later on in the process that the true final compositions begin
to manifest themselves and particles would begin to adsorb onto the interface. This delay in
adsorption will set a lower limit on the size of stabilised domains achievable in such an
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experiment. Whether it is this effect and/or the kinetics of diffusion and adsorption of
particles to the interface that is ultimately the more significant limiting factor in stabilising
the fine structures of bijel systems, is an interesting question for future theoretical
consideration.

Systems with different polymer concentrations. For a pair of incompatible
polymers, under given conditions, the value of  is largely predetermined. While it is
possible to alter this parameter by changing the temperature, quality of solvent, etc.,
controlling the exact value is not so simple. Much easier is to change the concentration of the
polymers in any experimental system. For this reason and for the sake of completeness, we
also consider the changes in the solid-solution interfacial tensions occurring within our phase
separated system as the overall polymer concentration is altered. In order to do so, we return
to our original system consisting of two linear incompatible biopolymers, having different
degrees of polymerisation 500 and 1200. However, this time we keep the incompatibility
parameter 0.15. Instead we vary the overall volume fraction of the polymers in the system,
while continuing to assume that half of the chains (by volume) belong to polymer 1 and the
other half to polymer 2.
The results are summarised in Figure 7. The system remains a homogenous single
phase when the volume fraction of each polymer is less than a value marginally below 0.02.
For higher volume fractions phase separation into two distinct solutions occurs. The
compositions of the two phases continue to diverge from each other as the amount of polymer
in the system is increased. By the time we have a concentration of 0.04 for each polymer,
phase A consists almost exclusively of the shorter chains and B mainly of the larger
polymers. Both sA and sB increase rapidly with higher polymer concentrations (see inset
graph in Figure 7), reaching values of ~ 0.1 mN m1 when volume fraction of each polymer is
0.055 (i.e. a total of 0.11). The difference (sB  sA) remains much smaller in comparison
(Figure 7). Near the binodal line it has a value very close to zero, as expected. However, by
the time the overall polymer volume fraction is 0.11, (sB  sA) is approximately 1.1 N m1,
a result which again is not too dissimilar to the plateau values we obtained for the systems
considered in the previous sections. Thus, once again this difference in the interfacial energy
of the two phases with the solid surface is enough to strongly bias the partitioning into phase
A of particles a few hundred nm diameter, or larger. We also note that in the range of
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polymer concentrations studied (0.02 to 0.11), the polymer density profile variations close to
the solid surface indicated no evidence for a distinct phase A-phase B interface, much the
same as in Figure 3 and unlike for the branched system in Figure 6. Again, we can take this
as the evidence that, at least for this range of polymer concentrations, AB  sA > sB and
therefore the solid particle will have a finite contact angle at the boundary between the two
co-existing solutions. It is possible that for solutions slightly more dilute than 0.02, but still
just concentrated enough to lead to phase separation, the situation will be different.
However, it was quite difficult to obtain convergence of SCF calculations, when dealing with
phase B close to binodal line.
One may also speculate on whether (sB  sA) may continue to increase, decrease or
plateau out at yet even higher concentrations than those shown in Figure 7. From a practical
point of view, study of concentrations much higher than 10% involving polysaccharides are
very difficult due to very high solution viscosities and extremely slow kinetics. But our
calculations provide some evidence that the value of (sB  sA) in Figure 7 may in fact have a
maximum and is likely to decrease at some point for more concentrated solutions, if these
were to be realised in practice.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have computed the free energy per unit area (i.e., interfacial tension)
between a solid surface and each of the two co-existing polymer solutions, where there is no
specific interaction between the particles and either polymer. As expected there are polymer
depleted regions around the particles in both phases. The differences (sB  sA) in the
interfacial tensions between the two phases and the particle surface are found to be
~ 1 N m1 for several systems: including polymers differing in molecular weight or
architecture. While this absolute value is rather small, for particles of size several hundred
nm or larger, this difference is more than capable of enticing the partitioning of the particles
towards the phase possessing the lower interfacial free energy with the solid surface.
By examining the density profile of the polymers close to the solid interface we can
also identify whether (sB  sA) > AB, or vice versa. When sB > sA AB, we detect the
formation of two boundaries, one between phase B and phase A and the other between phase
A and the solid surface, when the solid is placed in phase B. When sB < sA AB, we predict
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that for a large degree of incompatibility (high value of  between the two biopolymers,
(sB  sA) approaches a plateau value. As a result, cos() ~ 1/2 , where  is the contact
angle made by the solid particle adsorbed at the A-B interface. In other words 

900 as 

becomes sufficiently large in these type of systems.
It is also worth highlighting that our work has largely focused on the behaviour of a
single particle (i.e., a dilute particle system). For systems containing a larger number of
particles, the presence of depletion zones can give rise to the well-known phenomenon of
depletion attraction between the particles. This can occur in both phases, the particles
undergoing depletion flocculation. When particles have some tendency for adsorption at the
A-B interface, as discussed above, such aggregates could form and accumulate at these
boundaries.4 This may be useful in aiding stronger stabilisation of water-in-water emulsions
or indeed in locking in finer structures required in bijel systems. Certainly further simulation
work is required to explore the possibilities of such scenarios.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. The volume fraction of polymers in each of the two co-existing phase separated
solutions, plotted against the degree of incompatibility  between different polymer species.
Degree of polymerisation was 500 for polymer 1 and 1200 for polymer 2.

Figure 2. Variation of the interfacial tension between the solid surface and each of the two
co-exiting phases, plotted versus the incompatibility parameter The systems are the same
as those considered in Figure 1. The inset shows location of a particle at the interface
between the two phases, and demonstrates the contact angle , as that measured in phase A.

Figure 3. Variation of the density profile of each polymer in the interfacial region close to
the solid surface, shown as solid lines for (a) phase A, rich in smaller chains (i.e. polymer1)
(b) phase B, rich in longer chains (i.e. polymer 2), for a system with =0.04. The grey lines
represent polymer 1 and black ones polymer 2. The dashed lines show the corresponding
results obtained at a slightly different  value of 0.03, but for the same compositions as the
two separated solutions obtained when  was 0.04.

Figure 4. A schematic of the highly branched chain model, indicating the number of
branches and branching points, as is used in the present study.

Figure 5. Variation of the interfacial tensions (sB and sA) of the solid surface with each of
the two phase separated solutions, shown as a function of the incompatibility parameter .
Both sets of polymers have the same degree of polymerisation 901, but with polymer 1 being
branched (see Figure 4) and polymer 2 linear. The dashed line is for sB and the solid one for
sA. The upper branch curve seen at lower values of , shown here by the short dashed line, is
in fact (sA AB) and not sB, as is discussed in the text.
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Figure 6. Density profiles of branched (black) and linear (grey) polymers at the interfacial
region close to an inert solid surface, for the system of Figure 5. The solid lines are for
A (branched rich) and dashed ones for B (linear rich) phases, respectively. The value of 
was 0.13 here. The arrow indicates the approximate location of an A-B interface, formed
some distance away from the surface, for the phase B case.

Figure 7. The difference in the interfacial tension at solid-phase B and solid-phase A, plotted
against the overall polymer volume fraction, for the system of Figure 1. The volume fraction
of the two polymer is assumed equal and =0.15, here. The inset shows the variation of each
of sB (dashed line) and sA (solid line), with the overall volume fraction of each polymer in
the system.
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